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Horses have been domesticated in between 2.500
and 5.000 (Clutton-Brock, 1981) years ago, ever
since humans tried to train them for fast and correct
responses to special tasks. In this sense it appears to
be important to gain more insight in equine learning
abilities. Murphy and Arkins (2006) succeeded to write a comprehensive and very useful review on equine
learning behaviour. Animal learning theories in general used to focus on explaining the mechanisms for
individual learning and only for the last two decades
social aspects and cognitive abilities of animals have
been incorporated into learning research. It is not surprising that most equine learning research concentrates on the mechanisms of individual learning as well,
although it is kind of obscure that there is very little
knowledge about horses social learning and their cognitive abilities (Nicol, 2002; Murphy & Arkins, 2006),
since horses have been companions to humans for
such a long time. May be this can be explained by
the fact that it is still under discussion whether animal learning theory is applicable to social learning, or
whether different mechanisms are responsible for social and asocial learning (Heyes, 1994; Nicol, 1996).
Murphy and Arkins (2006) as well as Nicol (2002)
discussed several studies (Baer et al., 1983; Baker
& Crawford, 1986; Clarke et al., 1996; Lindberg et
al., 1999) which have been designed in the effort to
evaluate horses` social learning abilities, which those
manuscripts actually had difficulties to prove. These
tests and more recent approaches to the subject all
used a modified but more or less the same methodology (McLean, 2004b).
Nevertheless, the tests of Lindberg et al. (1999) differ
fundamentally from those of Baer et al. (1983), Baker
& Crawford (1986) and Clarke et al. (1996). The latter
tested for a discrimination task between two defined
food-buckets, whereas Lindberg et al. (1999) set out
to test a goal directed imitation of operating a test apparatus. Therefore I will not proceed to discuss Lindbergs research any further.

In the research of Baer et al. (1983), Baker & Crawford (1986) and Clarke et al. (1996) food was baited in
one of two differential coloured buckets of a learning
apparatus from which a demonstrator was trained to
discriminate between two buckets. An observer horse
watched the demonstrator while persistently feeding
only from a bucket of an identical colour, which was
randomly placed either on the left or on the right side
of the test apparatus. Even thought, none of the authors believed in having proved social learning in horses a closer analysis of the discrepancies between
their experimental set-up and the outcome of their research hint to some alternative explanations.
Baer et al. (1983) found no signs of observational
learning in their test series, because observers showed only slightly less errors than the control group. Still
the data of the first day, which are most interesting
in terms of evaluating observational learning effects,
were eliminated from the analyses since the author
felt that they were affected to extraneous stimuli. A
response to the observation of the previous discrimination by the demonstrator was first tested after 24
hours.
Baker and Crawford (1986) concluded from the outcome of their tests, that horses might “avoid” the feeding territory of strangers, the demonstrator, even
thought the demonstrator was removed before the
observer was tested (p value “avoidance” = 0.01). On
the first choice horses significantly went to the bucket
from which the demonstrator did not feed before. They
argued that horses may expect that there is no food
in the bucket left, where the demonstrator fed. Still
they could not prove observational learning because
observers and control horses had similar numbers of
correct first choices.
This could also be evaluated in Clarke et al. (1996)
as well as the tendency of observer horses to “avoid”
the bucket the demonstrator fed from (p value “avoidance” = 0.07). In addition a strong significant effect
of prior observation on latency to approach the goal

area on the first trial could be shown. This suggests
that horses learn “something” about the general location of food from the demonstrator’s performance.
Clarke et al. (1996) argued that local rather than stimulus enhancement mechanism underlie any effect
of observational learning in horses and those horses
might be attracted to the general location where they
have observed other horses feeding, but not to the
same spot.
All three experiments aimed in perceiving a goal directed response in terms of a “classical” imitation (Galef,
1988; Heyes, 1994). The mechanism underlying this
imitation is clearly goal-directed. For a positive prove
of social learning matching behaviour, behaviour like
that of a demonstrator (Heyes, 1994), was expected.
Matching behaviour is indeed the only widely recognized outcome of social learning. Little attention has
been paid to the possibility that social learning may
have a variety of effects in addition to the production
by the learner, or observer, of behaviour resembling
that of an observed animal, or demonstrator. But in
the case of imitation, learning can also result from
socially mediated exposure to a negative relationship
involving an aversive stimulus (an avoidance contingency) and thus result in novel non-matching behaviour. Overshadowing by dominance related previous
experiences and by procedural feeding experiences could as well influence the outcome of the tests
(Heyes, 1994).
As to the argument of Clarke et al. (1996), that horses
might rather be affected by local enhancement than
by stimulus enhancement, it could be argued that
both buckets showed the same cues. The same food
was baited in both buckets, Clarke et al. (1996) made
sure that both buckets were marked with the same
olfactory cues from previous feeding of the demonstrator and the buckets randomly changed positions.
This rather hints to a stimulus enhancement mechanism, even more since is usually defined with reference to matching behaviour (Heyes, 1994). But the
fact, that horses change their response to the buckets
over subsequent trials, and stimulus enhancements
should be persistent over all trials, rather hint to the
point that horses actually showed imitation, as it is
common in social learning processes.
But what actually did they learn? Clarke et al. (1996)
already argued that horses at least learned “something” and they acquired their knowledge socially.
So, may be we could find a line by discussing social
influences on the test horses and their previous feeding experiences.
Murphy and Arkins (2006) discussed that the familiarisation procedure might not have been sufficient for
a social learning task. They kept telling that observational learning may be influenced by a dominance
hierarchy, whereby subjects might have more interest

in, or possibly be more motivated by, the action of a
“respected” conspecific. To solve the problem, they
proposed the importance of training a dominant type
of animal for the demonstrator position. This, actually,
is one of the weak spots of all three manuscripts since
there is no hint in either manuscript which kind of dominance status the demonstrator holds.
In the following Murphy and Arkins (2006) propose
that it might be important to consider the social background of the horses since research data demonstrate that socially reared and kept horses learn training
tasks quicker than those housed in individual stalls
(Rivera et al., 2002; Sondergaard & Ladewig, 2004).
In addition, it has been demonstrated that socially reared rats had a tendency to imitate the behaviour they
had observed, but rats raised in isolation performed
the opposite behaviour to that observed, indicating a
failure to use a conspecific as a reference point in
the task (Reed et al., 1996). In chimpanzees Hare et
al. (2000) proved that subordinate chimpanzees only
chose food which was hidden behind a small barrier
in a manner that the dominant animal could not see
it. They even highlighted in a subsequent publication
(Hare et al., 2001) that chimpanzees seem to know
which particular animal watched the important event,
since subordinates went for food when the observing
dominant animal was exchanged by a non-observing
dominant animal.
Unfortunately no information how horses were raised
or socialised is given in the papers, with the exception
of Baer`s et al. (1983) report that their horses were
group fed. On the other hand there is no information
about whether the demonstrator was still visible for
the observer horse after being removed from the test
apparatus or not.
While taking advantage of the specific “following behaviour” horses show towards humans in a riding
arena, in a recent research series we investigated
whether bystander horses adjust their response to
an experimenter according to their own dominance
relationship with the horse whose reaction to the experimenter they had observed before. We suggested,
that horses immediately followed the experimenter
after previously watching a dominant horse doing so,
but did not follow after observing a subordinate horse
or a horse from another social group doing so (Krueger & Heinze, submitted). Additionally, in another test
series (Krueger, unpublished data) in which we tried
to find out whether horses would follow the gazes of
their conspecifics horses paid more attention to dominant horses from their own social group than to
subordinate horses or those belonging to other social
groups. The social affiliation and the dominance hierarchy seemed to have major influence in the horses
motivation to pay attention to the gazes of conspecifics.

These informations urged us to start a control trial
concerning social aspects of the test-series by Baer et
al. (1983), Baker & Crawford (1986) and Clarke et al.
(1996). First preliminary data from this series (Krueger & Flauger, in prep) confirm that horses do not dare
to feed from the same spot than another conspecific,
no matter whether subordinate or dominant, when the
conspecific is still feeding. Also they prefer to choose
the bucket from which the dominant animal did not
feed before when the dominant animal is still present
but tied to a pole. In contrast they are unconcerned
whether a subordinate animal is still present but tied
to a pole, because they tend to return to the same
bucket no matter at which bucket the subordinate fed
from before. Finally, they stayed with the system of
returning to the same feeding spot than in previous
trials when the dominant animal has been removed
out of sight. This behaviour is consistent with the observation of Devenport und Patterson (2005). They
declared that after short time intervals horses prefer
to return to the same foraging spot unless the spot is
cropped or they realise that feed at another spot is
plentiful and in a better quality. We could argue, that
in the case of Baker & Crawford (1986) and Clarke et
al. (1996) the decision of the horses to change their
normal feeding habits might be influenced by strong
mechanisms. Since they changed their behaviour af-

ter observation they should have learned “something”
through observational learning. Obviously social effects on horses learning abilities do not always result
in matching behaviour.
From this point of view I totally agree with Murphy and
Arkins (2006) that the social affiliation and the dominance hierarchy is important to evaluate the reaction
of horses to social learning tests. Concerning the test
series of Baer et al. (1983), Baker & Crawford (1986)
and Clarke et al. (1996) it would also be necessary to
know whether the demonstrator was still visible to the
observer horses and what kind of previous feeding
experiences they were exposed to. Since horses constitute a highly social species much of their cognitive
abilities might be connected to social experiences. By
incorporating social aspects into learning trials it will
be possible to gain insight into horses` social learning
abilities. It has also been documented that it is possible to improve horse training tremendously while
paying tribute to the horses highly developed social
behaviour (Rivera et al., 2002; Sigheri et al., 2003;
Krueger, 2006). Horse training can be gentler to the
horse, quicker and more effective by applying social
training techniques. Nevertheless it should be taken
into account that the effect of social learning could as
well result in non-matching behaviour.
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